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Close your eyes and think about an activity that makes you the most happy. Is it dribbling a basketball or playing an 
instrument? Maybe it is helping others, dancing to your favorite song or reading a good mystery. If you can identify one or 
two things that really light your fire, you have found your SPARK!  Finding your spark can motivate, excite and bring passion 
to your life. 

Wouldn’t it be wonderful if our foster youth could find their spark? When they are able to find something that brings joy and 
accomplishment, they are more connected to those around them, more willing to learn and feel encouraged to make better 
choices. 

Can’t Start a Fire Without a Spark

When youth in care find their spark, the possibilities are limitless.

I recently discussed ‘spark’ with a 15-year-old girl named “Lilly.” 
As her worker, I was able to identify many things Lilly appeared 
to enjoy and excel at, but Lilly had a very difficult time finding 
anything that she was passionate about. 

We spent lots of time discussing different areas of her life—the 
good, bad and the ugly. We talked about where her brain 
escaped to when she felt sad, angry or when the outside world 
was getting to be too much. 

We talked about times when her heart was full of joy and 
excitement. We also took a few spark-driven quizzes and 
explored different questions to get her thinking about what might 
“fuel her fire.”

Lilly was then able to identify two passions. The first was the 
feeling she got from “making change.” Lilly wants to be a lawyer 
when she grows up because she believes that is where she could 
help people and make the most impact. 

She is now driven to do well in school and make small changes 
now, which can help her meet her goal of helping others on a 

larger scale later. These small acts of kindness make her feel good 
and get her thinking about the bigger world around her.

Lilly’s second ‘spark’ was her love of music. She loves playing 
instruments and singing. She really feels accomplished after 
transposing songs into different keys! 

Even with all this talent, Lilly was unable to initially identify music 
as a ‘spark’, which reaffirms how important an interested and 
engaged caregiver and supportive adults can be in the life of a 
child. 

When we show interest in children and invest in their ‘spark’,  
their ability to find their strengths—and use those strengths—
increases. 

I look forward to encouraging Lilly’s sparks. After our session, I 
was able to see past Lilly’s hurt and history and instead saw  
a bright young woman full of potential and drive. 

I encourage you to invest time in your youth and initiate these 
important conversations.
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